
How planting a new idea revived a struggling community.

This is a story of how planting the idea for a new garden revived a

struggling community, established a new community park, increased

sales and nurtured the sense of community that would be the envy of any

association.

Sterling of Dunwoody Condominium Association was planned as a

five building, forty-eight unit each, midrise community in 2006. Having

managed and lived at this community from the very beginning, what an

interesting and challenging journey it has been.

Only partially built and sold in late 2007, like many other markets

across the Nation, the bottom dropped out of the real estate market in

Atlanta, with no sales or good financing options for condos, and an

overabundance of unsold inventory. Just like the steps necessary to

plant a fruitful garden, Sterling needed to take all the right steps, from

tilling the soil, planting the seeds, watering, weeding and, finally,

harvesting the crop. And, fortunately, I have a green thumb!

Our Board of Directors wears many hats serving as the Declarant,

Builder and Seller. This group had several communities in the same

financial and sales predicament. And none of these associations could



expect developer funding to pay the shortfall because, simply put, there

was no funds available.

In 2009 and 2010, I met monthly with our community to develop

strategies to save money, cut services and work through the bad times.

As part of this process, we did the hallway cleaning, changed light bulbs,

cleaned our clubhouse and fitness room, and planted our own spring and

fall color. We had Building Captains, schedules and work parties.

The Declarant also tried to generate interest and sell units with a

highly publicized auction. Unfortunately, the day of the anticipated

auction also brought the only day in three years that six inches of snow

fell on the city! And, when it snows in Atlanta, nothing moves. With

the auction a bust, more tilling had to be done to plant the seeds of

success.

Looking over the property, a majority of owners believed that the

primary reason why there had been very few sales since 2007 was the

very prominent, unfinished Building #4, along with the two-story

cement structure intended for Building #5. With no sales and no funds

to move forward, Sterling needed a miracle. It was at this time that I

began planting the seed for a new idea to solve this problem in a series

of discussions with the Board.

My strategy was to present a complete new sales and marketing

plan. First, the construction of Building #4 had to be completed.

Second, the cement structure for Building #5 had to be bulldozed and, in

its place, a new park constructed for the association. Not just any park,

but a park that would become a center of activity for the entire

community. In order to sell this idea to the Bank, I needed to show that

this new park would both attract new buyers and be financially viable.

Since the sale prices had all been reset as a result of the national



economic downturn, I saw this as a unique opportunity for Sterling to

eclipse the competition in our area.

Over the next eighteen months, more seeds were planted and a

layout of our new garden came to life. Several owners and I developed a

layout for the space and, in doing so, thought about what activities our

owners would like do in the space, how it could be a selling point for

new buyers and, equally important, how we could afford the long term

maintenance requirements.

Out came the watering cans and more thought and meetings took

place. While our new park was coming to life, we still needed to weed

out important information and present it to the Bank and Board in order

to secure their agreement. Finally, in early 2011, I met with the Bank

and Board to present all of our research for their consideration. And

when I was done, by the way they were looking at me; you would have

thought I had two heads! But this idea made good financial sense for

several reasons, not least of which was the fact that, as a result of the

economic downturn, they would never see the same profit margin they

had experienced on Buildings #1, #2 and #3. Ultimately, after

completing all of the follow-up work, both the Bank and Board agreed to

attend the all-important meeting with the owners to discuss the proposal.

On June 28, 2011, at a meeting at my home at Sterling, two owner

representatives, the Declarant and the Bankers met to discuss the new

proposal. And, after several hours of spirited discussion, all ultimately

agreed this was a viable option. It was during this meeting that the

original idea for a new garden was expanded to a new park, including a

sitting area with two sinks, two gas grills, a fenced dog run area with

bench, theatre grass seating with electricity for mini-concerts and garden

plots with irrigation and a shed for our gardening tools.



Our park is now a reality and has all these amenities and more.

And, in the spring of 2012, it was Harvest Time! With our new park, we

now have all sales completed in Buildings #1, #2 and #3, and twenty-

two sales contracts in Building #4. We have had wonderful parties at

our park, Easter egg hunts and Halloween costume contests for our

children, and a mini-concert with one of our owners, an Atlanta

Symphony violin player. Best of all, we now have thirty 8’x12’ garden

plots, and a waiting list to be a part of the gardening community! We

have also had several gardening classes put on by our CAI-GA Green

Committee.



Some Sterling owners kindly call the park “Laura’s Park.” But this

is really a story about how, once an idea has been planted, the dedicated

help of many, including the Bankers, Declarant and owners, can revive a

struggling community.


